Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan – Site Assessments 2017

QUEEN CAMEL NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - SITE ASSESSMENTS 2017
The Local Plan for South Somerset does not identify a specific housing need figure for the
neighbourhood plan area of Queen Camel, or the village. It suggests that “Villages and smaller
settlements will be able to provide for local provision of jobs, facilities and the affordable housing
that they need which brings benefits to the rural economy”. The Plan (in section 5.40 onwards)
proposes that new housing is only located in those rural settlements that offer a range (i.e. two or
more) services (such as a school health centre, pub, village hall), and that more isolated locations
should be avoided.
So how much housing do we need in Queen Camel?
A housing needs survey has gone to every household to check what type and how many houses
and what employment may be needed. Our initial analysis of population projections, past build
rates and general opinions from local residents, service providers and estate agents, suggests that
we may need about 2 homes per year, or slightly higher. If this holds true, we estimate that we
would need about 35 - 40 new homes from 2018 to 2034.
Where would this be?
Whether it is appropriate to allocate sites or to define a development boundary through the
Neighbourhood Plan process to enable this growth to take place, depends upon finding sites that
would be acceptable to the local community, acceptable on environmental grounds, and broadly
in line with national and local planning policies. Other factors such as flooding, poor access,
impact on important heritage sites or protected species can all rule out possible development
sites.

THE PROCESS
To establish what sites local landowners would be prepared to put forward for possible
development, an initial ‘call for sites’ was run in July 2017. Some 5 sites around the village, and a
further area alongside the A303 which could be considered for employment, were submitted as
part of this process. The amount of land that has been submitted is far in excess of what is
required - only a small proportion is likely to be needed or approved.
Members of the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group, together with their planning advisor, visited
all of the sites, and took notes of possible issues. The following site summaries show the main
findings. The focus of this consultation is to obtain your views on the suitability of these sites, to
shape the plan’s overall approach to where new housing should be approved. Professional
support is also being sought from the District and County Councils regarding landscape, heritage,
highways, flooding and contaminated land considerations. The 6 sites we are asking your opinion
on are:







Site A: land to the east of Sparkford Road, opposite Hill View
Site B: land on the south side of the Sutton Montis Road
Site C: land on the south side of West Camel Road, west of the school
Site D: land on the north side of West Camel Road, behind South View
Site E: land to the west and north of Englands Mead
Site F: land at Camel Hill on the A303 (employment only)
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SUSTAINABILITY CHECKS
The District Council did not identify the need for a full ‘Strategic Environmental Assessment’,
however we have undertaken sustainability checks of all the sites in order to be sure that no
significant impacts are likely to arise.
The following table highlights the agreed objectives and how sites were scored
Topic

Assessment basis for site allocations

Agriculture

0 = not agricultural land; 1 = low agricultural land value (class 3b or lower); 2 =
medium agricultural land value (3a); 3 = high agricultural land value (class 1 or 2)
0 = not within 100m of any designation; 1 = within 100m of designation; 2 = includes
part of nature conservation site; 3 = wholly designated site
0 = no risk of any impact; 1 = possible impact on setting of distant heritage asset; 2 =
setting of on-site heritage asset would be affected; 3 = direct impact on heritage asset
0 = no risk; 1 = possible impact on safe access or minimal area on site affected; 2 =
large part of site affected; 3 = total area affected
0 = no PRoW affected; 1 = PRoW adjoining but not within site; 2 = PRoW crosses site
but likely to be retained; 3 = PRoW would need to be diverted or extinguished
Distance to 3 most frequently used community facilities - 0 = within 400m of 3
facilities; 1 = within 800m of all facilities / within 400m of at least 2; 2 = within 800m
of at least 2 facilities / within 400m of at least 1 facility; 3 = none of the above

Biodiversity
Heritage
Flooding
Public Rights
of Way
Distance to
facilities

An ‘overview’ of the scores is shown in the table below (in the order the sites are displayed).







Site A: land to the east of Sparkford Road, opposite Hill View
Site B: land on the south side of the Sutton Montis Road
Site C: land on the south side of West Camel Road, west of the school
Site D: land on the north side of West Camel Road, behind South View
Site E: land to the west and north of Englands Mead
Site F: land at Camel Hill on the A303 (employment only)

Topic  and Site 

A

B

C

D

E

F

Agriculture

1

1

3

2

1

1

Biodiversity

0

0

0

0

0

0

Heritage

1

1

1

2

1

1

Flooding

2

0

0

0

1

1

Public Rights of Way

2

0

0

0

1

0

Distance to facilities

1

0

1

1

0

3

Key:
0

= no impact

1

= minor / negligible impact

2

= moderate impact possible

3

= more significant impact possible
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PLEASE NOTE: the ‘scores’ are as agreed by the
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group based on
the information available, and are intended to
provide an overview of how each site appears
to perform against the criteria. These may be
adjusted following feedback / further evidence.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN OBJECTIVES CHECKS
The Neighbourhood Plan Working Group also considered the extent to which the different sites
would contribute towards the aims that were contained in the previous draft of the
Neighbourhood Plan. The following table highlights how sites were scored.
Key:
= strongly supports

✓✓
✓

= moderately supports

o

= no notable impact



= slight negative impact



= major negative impact

Aim 

and Site 

Provides opportunities for
local people to live in the
parish
Provides opportunities for
local people to work in
the parish
Sited where it can best
enhance Queen Camel’s
character and appearance
Improves public footpaths

Provides safe access for
vulnerable road users and
pedestrians
Preserves existing green
spaces
Maintains, improves and
extends recreational
facilities
Preserves and enhances
the conservation area and
historic features








PLEASE NOTE: the ‘scores’ are subjective but
were the consensus view of the Neighbourhood
Plan Working Group. They provide an overview
of how each site appears to perform against
the objectives. These may be adjusted
following feedback / further evidence.

A

B

C

D

E

F

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

o

✓

o

o

o

o

✓✓



o



✓



o

✓

o

o

o



o







o











o



✓✓

o

o

o

✓

o

o

o

o

o

✓

o

o

Notes

Site A: could provide
employment
Based on prominence,
village form and character
of immediate area
Site A: subject to rerouting along the riverside
and improved access
Considered road safety
including likely traffic
levels, pavements, crossing
points, sight lines etc
Based on character and
views affected.
Site F: brownfield site
Site D: subject to the
provision of extended
playing field facilities
Site D: subject to on-site
Roman Villa educational /
visitor facility

Site A: land to the east of Sparkford Road, opposite Hill View
Site B: land on the south side of the Sutton Montis Road
Site C: land on the south side of West Camel Road, west of the school
Site D: land on the north side of West Camel Road, behind South View
Site E: land to the west and north of Englands Mead
Site F: land at Camel Hill on the A303 (employment only)
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SITE OPTIONS
The following map shows the housing and employment sites that were submitted. It also includes
the additional ‘community benefits’ proposed - but at this stage they CANNOT be guaranteed.
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Site A: land to the east of Sparkford Road, opposite Hill View

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 3.78ha
Current use: pasture (medium grade agricultural)
Landform: Sloping site, becoming steeper as rises up to N from riverside
Character: Open, modest - rising farmland adjoining busy road and river
Visibility / views: Visible from A359 approach from N, from Sparkford Wood Lane and from
footpath through site. Views of riverside and out to church tower, old school building and bridge
as local landmark cluster

PROPOSED USE
Housing or employment or other /mixed (outside of floodplain)

ACCESS
Within reasonable walking distance of most community facilities. Footpath crosses site.
Existing vehicular access on bend has very poor visibility

HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: touches boundary of Conservation Area which runs along river to south. Setting
of / approach to Grade II Listed bridge, school and Grade I church potentially impacted
Landscape features: Riverside trees, hedgerow boundaries
Biodiversity features: Potentially hedgerow boundaries and riverside of ecological interest

FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
Area nearest river floods. Low-level pylons crossing SW corner of site. Small business unit to W

PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
 Landscaping along riverside with recreational trail. Strengthen hedgerow boundaries to
other sides
 Avoid development within flood risk area
 Safe access along Sparkford Road (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
 Design sensitive to context = village edge adjoining riverside corridor and setting of Listed
Buildings
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Site B: land on the south side of the Sutton Montis Road

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 1.05ha
Current use: grazing (low grade agricultural)
Landform: Flat, elevated above roads by hedgebank
Character: Modest, simple, calm, enclosed - small field
Visibility / views: Not particularly prominent. No notable views out to local landmarks

PROPOSED USE
Housing

ACCESS
Within easy walking distance of most community facilities.
Narrow farm entrance to NW corner, lane to N and E sides but approx 2m height drop, no
pavements

HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: Adjoins Conservation Area. Field to rear - deserted village (local site)
Landscape features: Hedgerow / treebank boundaries. Large trees outside site boundary - one to
NW and 2 to S side. Wells on site
Biodiversity features: Potentially unimproved grassland and hedgerow boundaries of ecological
interest

FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
No major risks identified.

PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES





Archaeological evaluation
Retention / strengthening of hedgerow boundaries
Safe access along Sutton Montis Road (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
Design sensitive to context - semi-rural context and Conservation Area edge
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Site C: on the south side of West Camel Road, west of the school

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 2.98ha (plus offer of additional land for school expansion to rear of school, however this
cannot be guaranteed as necessary in planning terms)
Current use: pasture (high grade agricultural)
Landform: Flat
Character: Open, exposed, simple - large field
Visibility / views: Visible from school, from approach on West Camel Road, from A359 approach
from S, and in long distant views from footpaths on rising ground to S / E. Views out to school as
local landmark

PROPOSED USE
Housing (plus additional land for school expansion if required)

ACCESS
Within reasonable walking distance of most community facilities – concerns regarding crossing
and lack of pavements.
New vehicular access to be formed

HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: archaeological survey of adjoining land revealed early cultivation
Landscape features: Small oak on N boundary, hedgerow boundaries
Biodiversity features: Potentially hedgerow boundaries of ecological interest

FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
No major risks identified.

PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES





Archaeological evaluation
Retention / strengthening of hedgerow boundaries
Safe access along West Camel Road (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
Design sensitive to context = approach to village
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Site D: land on the north side of West Camel Road, behind South View

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 4.29ha (plus offer of additional land for public open space and Roman Villa interpretation
centre on land to east, however this cannot be guaranteed as necessary in planning terms)
Current use: pasture (medium grade agricultural)
Landform: Largely flat with very gentle slope down to north
Character: Open, exposed, grand - large field
Visibility / views: Visible from approach on West Camel Road, from playing fields, from community
area on Roman Way, from footpaths on rising ground to S, and distant views from A303. Views
out to church tower as local landmark

PROPOSED USE
Housing (plus additional land for public open space and heritage interpretation feature)

ACCESS
Within reasonable walking distance of most community facilities.
Roman Way provides potential access subject to landownership / archaeology, otherwise new
access to be formed on land to west of South View

HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: Roman Villa to eastern site of proposed field and on land to west (local site)
Landscape features: Oak on E boundary, Ash on boundary to W of South View, hedgerow
boundaries
Biodiversity features: Potentially hedgerow boundaries of ecological interest

FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
No major risks identified.

PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES





Archaeological evaluation
Retention / strengthening of hedgerow boundaries
Safe access along West Camel Road (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
Design sensitive to context = approach to village
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Site E: land to the west and north of Englands Mead

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 1.04ha
Current use: pasture (medium grade agricultural)
Landform: Largely flat with very gentle slope down to north / river
Character: Open - riverside field
Visibility / views: Visible from tennis courts, Layland Trail (runs along N boundary), glimpsed
viewed from footpaths on rising ground to N (through riverbank vegetation).

PROPOSED USE
Housing (outside of floodplain)

ACCESS
Within reasonable walking distance of most community facilities.
Potential access from England's Mead but possibe concerns over width and junction with High
Street, potential pedestrian access also to tennis courts / playing field to S, Layland Trail runs along
southern boundary

HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: touches boundary of Conservation Area. Nearest LBs Grade II Clouds End
Cottage and others on Englands Lane - potential impact limited to traffic
Landscape features: None noted within site
Biodiversity features: Potentially unimproved grassland and riverside of ecological interest

FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
Area nearest river floods, pumping house to NE. Low-level pylons crossing E site boundary

PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES





Landscaping along Layland trail and to western edge
Avoid development within flood risk area
Safe access along Englands Lane / Englands Mead (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
Design sensitive to context = village edge adjoining riverside corridor
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Site F: land at Camel Hill on the A303 (employment only)

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 0.53ha
Current use: Open-sided large metal sheds used for agricultural storage
Landform: Relatively flat
Character: Brownfield site
Visibility / views: Visible from A303 and potentially wider views due to relatively elevated position

PROPOSED USE
Employment (subject to access via a downgraded A303)

ACCESS
Not within reasonable walking distance of community facilities
Current vehicular access unsuitable – dependent on A303 improvements

HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: adjoins Romano-British Settlement (to SW side) – under ground
Landscape features: some screening
Biodiversity features: none noted

FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
Limited surface water related flood risk area adjoIning A303
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